Internal Tracking and Long-Term Planning
How are you going to decide what the next best internal item tracking system will be to meet
your companies’ future demands? Often the job of gathering information for a tracking system is
given to mailroom, inventory, or another specialized manager. These managers can become
awestruck with the ‘bells and whistles’ when considering such systems. Often their immediate
needs can overshadow the functional needs of the entire company. Organizations planning for
growth and expansion should take a step back and view the larger picture.
Remember the great leap we made from DOS to Windows based systems? A similar jump is here
that has not received the attention it deserves. Microsoft‘s .NET Framework technology offers
synchronization across all platforms. This new technology allows the ability to access programs
and information at any time from virtually anywhere in the world (the Web-Based world).
Organizations can store and update data on secure servers; information can then be remotely
accessed from any global location. These remote features have reached a level of sophistication
beyond what most organizations themselves have in place today.
We need to focus on the Return on Investment (ROI) that this new platform stimulates. Imagine
never having to wait on the IT department to coordinate with the dealer and in turn with the
manufacturer for the simple process of installing a ‘patch’ or an update so you can have access to
a new report! How about the day when every location within your global operations, however
large, will always be on the same version of software, accessing mission-critical data in real time!
Even government agencies that perceive information as highly secret and secure have embraced
web based tracking software.
With these points in mind, it makes sense to view all new and existing long-term investments
from another perspective…different than the old views of the past. How flexible are the
product(s) you are looking at? How much effort, coordination, and cost will it take to implement
and train? Multiply that by 10, 50 or 100 sites, now add the upgrade cost for every one of those
sites…every year. It’s time to stop the money pit cycle!
Established in 1991, WINN Solutions LLC (formerly Walz Software Solutions) was the first was
the first to pioneer software specifically for internal item tracking…from MS-DOS to Windowsbased versions. Since early 2004 we have focused strictly on our web-based version, WITS (Winn
Item Tracking Software) Embracing Microsoft’s .NET Framework technology has allowed us to
remain at the forefront by providing real world business solutions to our customers. This system
adds flexibility while reducing complexity, creating a more user-friendly environment.
Allowing access to such things as reports & name property fields, WITS can accommodate
everyone’s ever changing needs with minimal IT involvement. We are constantly reviewing and
fine tuning WITS to offer state of the art technology to our customers, Winn Solutions, LLC has
taken the necessary steps to fit your needs by thinking globally and acting locally. The flexibility
of our system and added functionality allows you to set your instinctive cautions aside. Whether
you are a single site, looking to save costs by not needing hardware and eliminating the need to
bring on additional IT personnel to manage a new software infrastructure, or you are a
multinational organization, working at 200+ sites around the globe, WITS offers the cost
effective solution you need to fulfill every requirement – ACCOUNTABILITY, TRACKABILITY, and
AUDIT TRAILS for all internal accountable items.
Sophisticated functionality with simplistic user friendly features symbolizes our solution!
We can also track anything else within your company using the same software. You do not need
a separate module for tracking visitors, assets/records management, production processes, etc.
The flexibility of the WITS system allows the user to define what ever the organization wants to
track!

